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Abstract - Organizations can use weather forecasting to help with decision-making when it comes to preventing disasters. Forecasting 
rain is challenging since weather conditions are always unpredictable in general. The prediction of rainfall uses a variety of 
methodologies, including statistical, hybrid, and physical approaches. In this research, we have implemented various machine learning 
models such as Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to predict the density of rainfall. 
This study has used Taiwan Ruiyan rainfall hourly dataset from 1998 to 2018 which contains five features like Air Pressure, Humidity, 
Temperature, Windspeed, and Wind Direction to predict the rainfall density such as low, medium, and heavy rainfall. The results data 
in this study are compared using statistical metrics like AUC, accuracy, recall, precision, and F1-score. The Random Forest, and Multi-
Layer Perceptron models, had the highest accuracy scores of 0.71, accurately predicting the results. This study offers a comprehensive 
overview of several methods and their rainfall density predictions. By comparing these models, we can decide which one is best for 
predicting rainfall. The suggested work is extensively used in a variety of agriculture and civil applications, including hazard prediction, 
prevention, operational planning, and many more.  
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1. Introduction 

Rainfall is an important meteorological component because of the numerous ways it affects human activities including 
farming, power generation using water, and managing water supplies. In point of fact, rainfall is one of the most important 
factors affecting agricultural output in developing nations [1]. 

Taiwan is situated in a climatic zone characterized by subtropical monsoons, has consistent rainfall throughout the year, 
is encircled on all sides by water, and has a topography that has significant variations in altitude. Extreme weather systems, 
like typhoons and land sliding, often create catastrophic flooding in Taiwan [2]. The southern region of Taiwan is considered 
as subtropical. Typhoon season, which runs from May to October, is the rainiest time in southern Taiwan. The rest of the 
months get almost no rain. As a consequence, the rainfall that typhoons bring is the primary supply of water in southern 
Taiwan. Furthermore, the intense rainfall that occurs during the brief length of typhoons not only results in an abundance 
of water but also creates natural catastrophes like as river water surges, debris flows, and floods farther downstream. For 
this reason, southern Taiwan is in desperate need of an effective rainfall prediction models to precisely anticipate the real-
time rainfall throughout typhoon seasons and to avert the accidents that come from heavy rainfall in local regions.  

In recent years, there have been significant advancements made in the field of machine learning (ML). Previous 
researchers have applied various type of machine learning to predict the rainfall for example Naïve Bayes, support vector 
machine, artificial neural networks, decision tree, Gradient boosting machine and many mores [3]–[5].  

The primary goals of this research are to (1) construct a model for predicting rainfall utilizing Machine learning models 
and (2) analyse the potential machine learning models that can be useful for rainfall forecasting in southern Taiwan. Both 
goals will be accomplished during this study. In this research, we have applied three type of machine learning models like 
as multi-layer perceptron, Logistic Regression and Random Forest to predict the rainfall density for southern part of Taiwan. 
We will also compare the proposed models-based ROC -Curve, Recall, Precision and f1- score.  
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The remaining parts of the article are structured as described below. Description of the literature review and 
classification that can be seen in Section 2: In Section 3, we discussed methodology. The results of the experiments 
described in Section 4 in addition, the 5th section summarizes our findings from the research. 
2. Literature Review  

 
2.1. Related work 

Since a significant amount of time ago, researcher have relied on three primary types of models to make accurate 
precipitation forecasts: linear, statistical, and conceptual models. In previous research, many researchers [6]–[8] have 
used Artificial neural network (ANN) for forecast rainfall. [8] proposed an artificial neural network model to predict 
rainfall for Columbia summer season. [7] have used Jordan rainfall dataset to predict the yearly rainfall using artificial 
neural network. [9] have used BP neural network to forecast the rainfall for coastal areas. [4] proposed a method 
constructed on the Genetic Algorithm that makes use of a dimensionality reduction methodology as well as a Multi-
layer Perceptron (MLP) for the purpose of performing an analysis that is both dynamic and efficient using real-time 
data. [3] suggests using ensemble learning to improve the accuracy of forecasting rainfall. [10] applied various type of 
machine learning models such as Support vector machine, Decision tree, Random Forest, Naïve bayes, and Neural 
networks to predict the Malaysia country rainfall. Malaysian stations Selangor provided the dataset. Various pre-
processing operations were used to fix missing data and eliminate noise. The analysis outcome shows that Random 
Forest categorized 1043 of 1581 cases using 10% training data. [5] have used machine learning models to predict the 
Australian rainfall. In this study they have used ten year of rainfall data from 2007 to 2017. They also developed a 
neural network method for prediction. This study outcome shows that neural network and traditional method can useful 
to predict the rainfall with higher accuracy. [11] have proposed an advanced artificial intelligence (AI) model to predict 
daily rainfall and they also compare their proposed method with other artificial intelligent model such as artificial neural 
network, support vector machine, and Adaptive network built with fuzzy interference. For the all the experiment they 
utilized Vietnam daily rainfall data with wind speed, temperature, humidity and solar radiation features. This study also 
suggested SVM model performance better than with other used models. [12] have applied various machine learning 
techniques such Bidirectional Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) to predict rainfall using 
Bhutan rainfall dataset 

 
2.2. Classification model 

In this study we have implemented various machine learning models such as Random Forest (RF), Logistic 
Regression (LR), and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to predict rainfall density. 

 
2.2.1. Logistic Regression 

Logistic regression (LR) [13] is the Supervised Learning. It is among the most common and widely used machine 
learning algorithms. It is employed to predict the categorical dependent variable provided a collection of independent 
variables. LR is an approach that attempts to tackle classification issues. It is accomplished by the prediction of discrete 
outcomes, as opposed to the continuous results predicted by linear regression. LR [14] is a method that can be used to 
categorize observations by using various kinds of data, and it can effectively discover which factors are the most useful 
when it comes to classifying observations. The logistic regression equation is shown in Eq. (1) where p denotes the 
probability of 1, 𝑒𝑒 is natural logarithm base and a and b represents model perimeter. 

                                                                       𝑃𝑃 =
1

1 + 𝑒𝑒−(𝑎𝑎+𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)                                                                                         (1) 
 

2.2.2. Random Forest 
Random Forest (RF) [15] is one of many machine learning algorithms used for predictive modelling. It builds a 

model that is made up of many decision trees, such as a forest with individual trees from different species. These trees 
are trained to predict a categorical variable as often as possible, given the data and the target property that needs to be 
predicted. RF has widespread use in the areas of regression and classification analysis. RF model excels in both 
classification and regression because of its ability to accommodate data sets with both categorical and continuous 
variables. The Gini index is used in order to determine the relationship between nodes on a decision tree. Gini index 
equation is shown in Eq. (2). In this equation 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 denotes the relative class frequency that is being examined in the dataset 
and c is the number of classes. 
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                                                                             𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 = 1 + �(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖)2
𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖=1

                                                                                         (2) 

 
2.2.3. Multilayer perceptron 

An artificial neural network (ANN) [4], [16] that has a feed-forward architecture and is made up of numerous layers of 
neurons is called a multilayer perceptron (MLP). A MLP has three or more layers including one input, one output, and one 
or even more hidden layers. MLP uses neurons with a nonlinear activation function, and every layer is fully connected with 
the next. A sigmoid activation function is used by each and every node that makes up the MLP. Using the sigmoid equation, 
the sigmoid activation function transforms input real values into a value ranging from 0 and 1. Sigmoid formula is displayed 
in Eq. (4) and in Eq. (3), z is denoting output, x is representing the inputs and w is weights. 
 
         𝑧𝑧 = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

𝑖𝑖=0 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝑏𝑏𝐺𝐺𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏                                                                                  (3)  
 

                                                                              𝜎𝜎(𝑧𝑧) =
1

1 + 𝑒𝑒−𝑧𝑧
                                                                                           (4) 

3. Methodology 
3.1. Dataset & Data Pre-processing 

In this study, we have used Ruiyan Taiwan rainfall data to predict rainfall density. The rainfall data provided by the 
Department of Atmospheric Sciences, Chinese Culture University which is contains 18836 only rainfall records from 1998 
to 2018. The rainfall dataset contains six parameters with rainfall such as Air Pressure, Temperature, Humidity, Wind 
Direction, Windspeed, and rainfall where all attributes have continuous values in the data pre-processing, we have removed 
all the missing and null values. For this study, first, we converted our rainfall continuous target variable to multiclassification 
such as Low, Medium, and Heavy rainfall-based rainfall reports based on the MANOBS manual of surface weather 
observation [17]. Where 2.5 mm equal and below rainfall as Low Rainfall, above 2.5 mm and equals and below 7.5 mm 
rainfall as medium rainfall, and above 7.5 mm rainfall we consider as heavy rainfall. Before the build our models, we 
normalize our data 0 to 1 range and changed the target variable from string to number. We assigned 0 as a Low, 1 as a 
Medium, and 2 as a heavy rainfall status. 

 
3.2. Split Dataset 

To build our machine learning models, we have divided our dataset into training dataset and testing datasets where the 
training dataset have employed to train our machine learning models and the testing dataset for testing our model. In this 
research, the training dataset contains 13185 datasets which is 80% of our dataset and the training dataset has 5651 that is 
20% of our dataset.  
   
3.3. Classification models Build 

In this research, we have applied three type of machine learning models to predict the rainfall density such as Random 
Forest (RF), Logistic Regression (LR), and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). 

The strategy for forecasting rainfall density via machine learning models is presented in Algorithm 1. 
 

Algorithm 1: Predict to Rainfall density 
Algorithm for Rainfall Dataset 
//Purpose: To forecast rainfall density 
//Input Data: Ruiyan Taiwan Rainfall 
//Output: Predict the rainfall density 
Step 1: Cluster the rainfall continues data to multiclassification data (Low, Medium and Heavy Rainfall) 
Step 2: Remove the null and missing values from the rainfall dataset 
Step 3: Split the dataset into training and testing dataset after data pre-processing 
Step 4: Train the machine learning models 
Step 5: Predict the rainfall density for test dataset using machine learning models 
Step 6:  Rainfall density prediction Outcomes. 
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3.4 Evaluation matrices 

Table 1: Evaluation Matrices Formula 
Name Formulas 

Accuracy 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 + 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 + 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃 + 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇

 

Precision 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 + 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃

 

Recall 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 + 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇

 

F1-Score 2 ∗ �
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝐺𝐺𝑏𝑏𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝐺𝐺 ∗ 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝐺𝐺𝑏𝑏𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝐺𝐺 + 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

� 

 
• TP: TP indicates as True Positive and reflects the number of properly categorized positive cases. 
• TN: True Negative is denoted by the term “TN” and indicates the total number of negative occurrences that have been 

correctly categorized. 
• FP: FP indicates as False Positive value, which refers to the number of real negative samples that were misclassified as 

positive. 
• FN: FN refers to a False Negative value, that denotes the number of real positive cases categorized as negative.  
 
4. Experimental setup and Outcomes 

All the algorithms were programmed in Python and executed in a Jupiter notebook using Sklearn python package. 
All the analysis run on windows Intel® core (TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz with 64 GB ram. 

The prediction result of LR is showing the classification result Table 2 where precision for low rainfall is showing 
71%, Recall is 100% and F1-score is showing 83% for Low rainfall testing dataset. For Medium rainfall precision is 
29%, recall 1% and f1-score is 1%. For Heavy rainfall precision is 44%, recall is 6% and 11% for f1-score. LR’s 
accuracy is 70%. In Roc curve Fig. 1 is showing Roc curve values for low, medium, and heavy is 0.62, 0.58 and 0.69 
respectively. 

 
Table 2: LR classification results 

 
Precision Recall F1-Score Support 

Low Rainfall 0.71 1.00 0.83 3964 

Medium Rainfall 0.29 0.01 0.01 1237 

Heavy Rainfall 0.44 0.06 0.11 450 

Accuracy 
  

0.70 5651 

Macro Avg 0.48 0.35 0.32 5651 

Weighted Avg 0.60 0.70 0.59 5651 
  

Fig. 1: LR ROC Curve 

The classification result Table 3 is showing the prediction result of RF where precision for low rainfall is predicted 
73% recall is 97% and f1-score is predicted 83% for Low rainfall testing dataset. For Medium rainfall precision is 
predicted 42%, recall is 9% and f1-score is predicted 15%. For Heavy rainfall precision is 49%, recall is 12% and 20% 
for f1-score. RF’s accuracy is 71%. In Table 3, Support is showing the predicted value for each class. In Roc curve Fig. 
2 is display Roc curve values for low, medium, and heavy is 0.67, 0.62 and 0.74 respectively 
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Table 3: RF Classification Results 
 Precision Recall F1-Score Support 

Low Rainfall 0.73 0.97 0.83 3964 

Medium Rainfall 0.42 0.09 0.15 1237 

Heavy Rainfall 0.49 0.12 0.20 450 

Accuracy   0.71 5651 

Macro Avg 0.55 0.4 0.39 5651 

Weighted Avg 
0.64 0.71 0.63 5651 

 

 
Fig. 2. RF ROC Curve 

The classification Result Table 4 is showing the prediction result of MLP where precision for low rainfall is showing 
72%, Recall is 99% and F1-score is showing 83% for Low rainfall testing dataset. For Medium rainfall precision is 41%, 
recall 4% and f1-score is 7%. For Heavy rainfall precision is 51%, recall is 9% and 16% for f1-score. MLP’s accuracy is 
71%. In Roc curve Fig. 4 is showing Roc curve values for low, medium, and heavy is 0.63, 0.58 and 0.69 respectively. 

Table 4: MLP Classification Results 

 Precision Recall F1-Score Support 

Low Rainfall 0.72 0.99 0.83 3964 

Medium 
Rainfall 

0.50 0.02 0.03 1237 

Heavy 
Rainfall 

0.47 0.14 0.22 450 

Accuracy 
  

0.71 5651 

Macro Avg 0.56 0.38 0.36 5651 

Weighted Avg 0.65 0.71 0.61 5651 
 

 
Fig. 4: MLP  ROC Curve 

This study also compares the used models based on classification results where RF, and MLP have highest accuracy 
71%. If we compare with ROC-curve values than RF has highest value for all the classes, where class 0 has value 0.67, 
class 1 has 0.61, and class 2 has 0.74. 

 
5. Conclusion 

Rainfall is an important meteorological component because of the numerous ways it affects human activities including 
farming, power generation using water, and managing water supplies. Rainfall is one of the most significant aspects affecting 
agricultural output in developing nations. To solve these kinds of problems in this research, we have employed three types 
of machine learning such as Logistic Regression, multilayer perceptron (MLP), and Random Forest (RF). We have used the 
Ruiyan Taiwan dataset to predict the rainfall density for this area. The Chinese Culture University's Department of 
Atmospheric Sciences is the source of this data on the rainfall. To Predict the rainfall density first, cluster our dataset 
continuous target variable to multiclassification variable Where 2.5 mm equals and below rainfall as Low Rainfall, above 
2.5 mm and equal and below 7.5 mm rainfall as a medium rainfall, and above 7.5 mm rainfall we consider as heavy rainfall. 
After the build mentioned machine learning models using the training dataset, we predicted the rainfall density on the testing 
dataset. This study also compares the mentioned models based on classification results where RF and MLP have the highest 
accuracy 71%. If we compare ROC-curve AUC's values then RF has the highest value for all the classes, where class 0 has 
a value of 0.67, class 1 has 0.61, and class 2 has 0.74. 

In future studies, we will use some other machine learning models and try to improve the model accuracy for rainfall 
prediction, and, we will also try to use this method in different datasets. 
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